Starting from realistic nuclear forces, we have developed a core Gamow shell model which can describe resonance and continuum properties of loosely-bound or unbound nuclear systems. To describe properly resonance and continuum, the Berggren representation has been employed, which treats bound, resonant and continuum states on equal footing in a complex-momentum (complex-k) plane. To derive the modelspace effective interaction based on realistic forces, the full Q -box folded-diagram renormalization has been, for the first time, extended to the nondegenerate complex-k space. The CD-Bonn potential is softened by using the V low-k method. Choosing 16 O as the inert core, we have calculated sd-shell neutronrich oxygen isotopes, giving good descriptions of both bound and resonant states. The isotopes 25, 26 O are calculated to be resonant even in their ground states.
Resonance is a general phenomenon happening in classic or quantum systems. It plays a special role in weakly-bound or unbound quantum systems. An unbound quantum system, such as atomic cluster or unbound nucleus, can emerge in the form of intrinsic resonance. Nuclear resonances are usually followed by particle emissions as the Gamow quantum tunneling. Weakly-bound or unbound nuclei are complex open quantum systems (OQS) in which the coupling to the scattering continuum is crucial and should be properly treated. A small uncertainty in modeling would change the conclusions of physics.
In the standard shell model (SM), harmonic oscillator (HO) wave functions are always bound and localized, while a looselybound nucleus has small separation energy and large spatial spread, in which the continuum plays a critical role. To overcome the shortcoming of the conventional SM, the continuum shell model (CSM) [1] [2] [3] has been developed, taking into account the continuum effect by projecting the model space onto the subspaces of bound and scattering states in a real-energy basis. The continuum effect has also been well treated in the continuum coupled cluster [4] and the continuum-coupled shell model [5] .
The Gamow resonance is in fact a time-dependent problem, associated with a decaying process. However, the exact treatment of the time-dependent problem is difficult. Berggren generalized the * Corresponding author.
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time-independent Schrödinger equation to a complex-k plane, giving single-particle (SP) bound states, unbound resonant states and nonresonant continuum states [6] . The three types of the SP states construct a complete set of basis states, called the Berggren ensemble [6] . Using the Berggren basis, the so-called Gamow shell model (GSM) has been advanced recently. With phenomenological interactions, the GSM has been successfully applied to nuclear structure calculations [7] [8] [9] [10] .
It is pursued currently to perform the first-principles calculations of nuclear structure. Such calculations require two fundamental elements: (i) using realistic nuclear forces and (ii) rigorously treating many-body correlations. The shell model which is beyond mean-field approach provides a good platform to handle many-body correlations. Starting from realistic forces, traditional core shell model [11, 12] or no core shell model (NCSM) calculations [13] have obtained great success, while the GSM calculation faces big challenges. For example, the wave functions of resonant SP states are not square integrable, which complicates severely the treatments of the complex non-Hermitian Hamiltonian and other mechanical quantities. It is even more challenging to establish a GSM based on realistic nuclear forces with an inert core. In this case, one has to strive to build the model-space effective interaction in the complex-k basis. Nevertheless, the realistic core GSM (CGSM) calculation has been proposed with limit to two-or threeparticle systems [14, 15] . The effective interaction was built by using the degenerate Q -box approach but neglecting folded diagrams The contour L + has to be chosen in such a way that all the discrete narrow resonant states are contained in the domain between L + and the real k axis. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.) [15] . The folded-diagram procedure is to sum up the subsets of diagrams to infinite order [12] . Recently, realistic no-core Gamow shell model (NCGSM) was developed for the light nuclei of helium isotopes [16] , in which one escapes the task of building effective interaction.
In the present work, we start from realistic nuclear forces to develop a sophisticated CGSM for many-particle nuclear systems. The inert core takes a doubly magic nucleus. The realistic effective interaction in the model space is obtained by extending the nondegenerate Q -box folded-diagram renormalization [17, 18] to the complex-k space. With choosing 16 O as the inert core, we have calculated the sd-shell oxygen isotopes up to the unbound 26 O nucleus. The Berggren basis is generated by the Woods-Saxon (WS) potential including spin-orbit coupling [19] . The radial wave functions of the Berggren SP states are obtained by solving the timeindependent Schrödinger equation in the complex-k space,
where l is the orbital angular momentum of the nucleon motion. The momentum k and wave function u(k, r) can be complex numbers (or function). U (r) is the spherical WS potential generated by the core. There is no Coulomb interaction for neutrons. The piecewise perturbation method [20] has been used to solve the Berggren SP eigen equation (1) . For a resonant state, the eigen energy is a complex number, ẽ n = e n − iγ n /2, where γ n stands for the resonance width. Fig. 1 shows a schematic Berggren complex-k plane. The Berggren SP states form a complete set of basis states with discrete bound states, resonant states and continuum scattering states [6] . The wave functions of resonant states are not square integrable. The exponential increase and infinitely oscillating behavior make that the resonant wave function cannot be normalized with the conventional techniques. In the present work, we use the exterior complex scaling method [21] for the normalizations of resonant states.
We use the universal WS parameters [19] 
where v ij is the nucleon-nucleon interaction. p i is the nucleon momentum in the laboratory coordinate, while P = A i=1 p i is the center-of-mass (CoM) momentum of the system. In shell-model calculations, usually a one-body potential U is written into the Hamiltonian, which makes calculations more convenient,
+ U ) having a one-body form. In the present calculations, U takes the WS potential of the 16 O core. V is the residual two-body interaction with corrections from the CoM motion. The Hamiltonian is intrinsic, but it is difficult to write wave functions in a relative coordinate frame. As known, it is unfeasible to antisymmetrize the wave functions of A > 7 systems in a relative coordinates (e.g., the Jacobi coordinates). If wave functions are expressed in the laboratory coordinates, one should consider effects from the CoM motion which can cause spurious excitations. In the standard SM with the HO basis, the CoM spuriousity can be removed by the Lawson method [23] . Unfortunately, the Lawson method cannot be used within the Berggren complex-k basis due to the fact that the R 2 matrix elements (R is the CoM coordinate) cannot be regularized using the complex scaling technique. By taking the coordinates of valence particles with respect to the core CoM, the cluster-orbital shell model (COSM) can remove the CoM excitation in the GSM calculations [24, 25] . In the COSM coordinates, the translation invariance is preserved. However, the transformation of the realistic force to the COSM framework is very difficult to handle, as mentioned in Ref. [10] . In the present work, we calculate low excited states with excitation energies lower than 7 MeV, while the lowest CoM excitation energy is significantly larger than 7 MeV. Therefore, we have assumed that the CoM motion is in the s-wave and its effects on low-lying states calculated with the intrinsic Hamiltonian should not be remarkable.
We derive the effective two-body interaction from the CDBonn potential [26] which is defined in the relative momentum space. The bare interaction has a strong short-range repulsive core which comes from the high-momentum components of the interaction. To speed up the convergences of many-body calculations, usually the bare force is softened (renormalized). We soften the CD-Bonn interaction by using the V low-k method [27] in which high-momentum components above a certain cutoff are integrated out.
The obtained V low-k interaction needs to be transformed into the laboratory HO basis for shell-model calculations. This process can be done by using the Brody-Moshinsky brackets [28] . For the GSM calculations, we need to calculate two-body interaction matrix elements in the Berggren complex-k basis. The Berggren basis wave functions can be expanded in the HO states with a large enough truncation of the HO basis [14, 16] . In fact, the interaction matrix elements are obtained by computing overlaps between the Berggren and HO basis wave functions. In the present calculations, for each partial wave we take n = 0, 1, 2 · · · 9 HO radial nodes, which makes the maximum shell number N shell = 2n + l = 22 with the limit of l ≤ 4, indicating that 22 HO shells are included. We have well tested that the above HO truncation is sufficient to reach convergence.
The amplitude of the Berggren resonant wave function increases exponentially with the distance. Nevertheless, the shortrange nature of the nuclear force and the Gaussian decrease of the HO wave functions lead to the good convergences of overlap computations at certain reasonably large distance. For long-range operators such as the momentum, we compute matrix elements by using the exterior complex scaling technique.
With the V low-k matrix elements given in the Berggren basis, we can construct the realistic effective interaction in the model space {1s 1/2 , 0d 5/2 , 0d 3/2 + d 3/2 -continuum} for the valence neutrons outside the 16 O core. We have exploited for the first time the full Q -box folded-diagram method to the Berggren complex-k space, to derive a realistic effective CGSM interaction that includes effects from the continuum and core polarization. The foldeddiagram process is to consider high-order contributions by summing up the subsets of diagrams to infinite order [29] . In [15] where 25, 26 O were calculated with the 22 O core, the neutron partial waves s 1/2 , d 3/2 and d 5/2 are treated in the WS Berggren basis, while all other neutron partial waves and all proton partial waves were treated in the HO representation. In the present work, we treat all neutron and proton channels in the Berggren basis. The continuum effects are taken into account through either effective interaction or model space. The Berggren basis contains bound, resonant and scattering states, therefore the basis states are certainly not degenerate. The usual folded-diagram approaches, such as Kuo-Krenciglowa (KK) [30] and Lee-Suzuki (LS) [31] methods which were designed for a degenerate model space, should be no longer valid for the nondegenerate Berggren space. In the present work, we exploit the so-called extended Kuo-Krenciglowa (EKK) method [17] to the complex-k space, to build the effective CGSM interaction. There is another recently developed folded-diagram method named the Z -vertex [32] which may give more stable and better convergent calculations, while the EKK method is more convenient for numerical calculations.
In practical calculations, we first calculate the Q -box and its derivatives in the Berggren complex-k basis,
and
where k indicates the k-th derivative, and E is the starting energy. P and Q represent the model space and the excluded space, respectively, with P + Q = 1. Valence-linked irreducible diagrams in Q -box are calculated up to the second order in perturbation. In Table 1 Calculated energies, (6) where H {n} eff stands for H eff = H eff − E at the n-th iteration, and H BH = H BH (E) − E is the Block-Horowitz Hamiltonian shifted by an energy E, with
The effective Hamiltonian is obtained by H eff =H eff + E, and the effective interaction is given by V eff = H eff − P H 0 P . The extended Q -box folded-diagram calculation provides a useful approach to include effects from the continuum and core polarization.
Here we give a summary of the model calculation. The CGSM model space is {1s 1/2 , 0d 5/2 , 0d 3/2 +d 3/2 -continuum}. The effective interaction is constructed in such a model space. Though the EKK method applies to a nondegenerate model space, it does not always give stable numerical solutions when the SM model space is very spread in energy or momentum. For this reason, the practical GSM space includes only the 0d 3/2 complex-k continuum segments (0, k 1 ) and (k 1 , k 2 ) in Fig. 1 . The continuum states near the narrow resonant state are important for the descriptions of resonant spectra. Contributions from the d 3/2 real-k continuum segment (k 2 , k 3 ) and the sp f g continuum partial waves are included via the Q -box folded diagrams using the extended EKK. In calculations, we take k 2 = 0.62 fm −1 (corresponding to an energy of 8 MeV)
and k 3 = 2.2 fm −1 (corresponding to 100 MeV).
The non-Hermitian CGSM Hamiltonian is diagonalized in the {1s 1/2 , 0d 5/2 , 0d 3/2 , d 3/2 -continuum} space by using the Lanczos method in the m-scheme. Due to the presence of the nonresonant continuum, the model matrix dimension increases dramatically with increasing the number of particles in the continuum. A large dimension with many particles in the continuum would be a challenge for the complex Lanczos diagonalization which selects low-lying eigenstates [10] . In the present calculations, we allow at most two valence particles in the continuum for the calculations of the oxygen isotopes investigated. We have tested that contributions from configurations with more than two particles in the continuum can be neglected, which has also been addressed in Ref. [33] . With such a truncation, the matrix dimensions of diagonalization are 422, 2989, 13509, 38705, 81490, 122447, 141513, 119701 and 77666 for [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] O, respectively.
It is necessary to test the stabilities of numerical calculations. Table 1 gives the 24 O calculations obtained with different discretization point numbers (N L ). We keep 8 points on the real segment (k 2 , k 3 ), see Fig. 1 , while the point number on each complex-k segment (0, k 1 ) or (k 1 , k 2 ) varies from 4 to 7, giving the total point number from 16 to 22, see Table 1 . For continuum channels without narrow resonance, we set 8 points on the real-k axis, which is found to be sufficient to provide con- e ∼ −3 MeV. Therefore, the optimal choice of the two-particle starting energy should be around E ω ∼ −6 MeV. Fig. 3 displays calculated energies and resonance widths against E ω in 24 O. We see that the calculations are not sensitive to the starting energy, well reproducing the excited-state spectrum and resonance widths within the experimental uncertainties [34] . The calculated ground state is bound, while the excited states are resonant. With the convergences tested above, we choose E ω = −6.0 MeV for the sd-shell calculations. Neutron-rich oxygen isotopes upto beyond the neutron drip line have been investigated. Recent experiments, e.g., in Refs. [35] [36] [37] [38] [39] , give continuing motivations to study loosely-bound or unbound oxygen isotopes. The present CGSM can well reproduce the spectra of bound oxygen isotopes. Fig. 4 26 O would correspond to the state indicated in the experiment [36] . Fig. 6 gives calculated ground-state energies and one-neutron separation energies. The WS potential reproduces well the experimental 1s 1/2 and 0d 3/2 SP energies, but gives the 0d 5/2 energy lower than the experimental energy by 1.17 MeV. It is seen [45] . "GSM with WS SPE" indicates that the calculations were done with the WS single-particle energies (SPE), while "GSM with optimized SPE" means that the calculations were done with the 0d 5/2 SPE replaced by its experimental value.
= 2.6 fm −1 is taken.
that adopting the experimental 0d 5/2 energy can dramatically improve the energy calculations. The deviation after 24 O has been addressed due to the missing of 3NFs [4, [46] [47] [48] [49] [50] .
In conclusion, we have developed a Gamow shell model with a frozen core for nuclear many-body calculations. The Berggren complex-k representation that treats bound, resonant and scattering states on equal footing has been employed. For the first time, we have extended the full Q -box folded-diagram renormalization to the nondegenerate Berggren complex-k space, to construct the model-space effective interaction based on realistic nuclear forces. The continua enter into the model through either the effective interaction construction or the model space definition. The stabilities of numerical calculations have been tested. Using the V low-k CD-Bonn interaction and choosing the 16 
